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Data news does not appear out of nowhere. It is the result of the press’s ongoing exploration and innovation as part of the ongoing
development of information technology. It is based on early computer-assisted news reporting, statistical news and precise news.
In terms of theory and technology, it is a game-changer. *e media industry is most sensitive to new technologies and is most
willing to apply new technologies in the entire process of news reporting, such as information acquisition, content production and
management, and content release, in an era of great changes in the popularity of the Internet and the in-depth application of data
processing technology in all walks of life. *e data news intelligent production platform investigated and designed in this paper,
when combined with current emerging technologies, such as big data, cloud computing, andmachine learning algorithms, realizes
intelligent and automatic news production, ushering traditional news into an era of intelligence, knowledge, and digitization.
Machine learning has made significant progress in the automatic production of data news technology and will continue to do so in
the future information society.

1. Introduction

New technologies such as information technology, auto-
mation technology, and artificial intelligence [1] have been
widely applied to various industries in recent years, pro-
viding favorable technical conditions for the development of
various industries. *e media industry is most sensitive to
new technologies and most willing to apply new technol-
ogies in the entire process of news reporting, such as in-
formation acquisition, content production and
management, and content release, in this era of great change
due to the popularity of the Internet and the deep application
of data processing technology in all walks of life [2]. News
does not “appear out of nowhere,” but rather is the result of
the press’s constant exploration and innovation as part of the
ongoing development of information technology. It is based
on early computer-aided news reporting, statistical news,
and accurate news, and it represents a breakthrough and
innovation in theory and technology when compared to
previous ones [3]. At the moment, major media outlets in
the United States and abroad are scrambling to set up data

news production channels or columns. *e methods of
production are more traditional.*e depth and timeliness of
data collection and visual presentation, manuscript editing,
and final news reporting are not good, and it takes a lot of
manpower [4]. *e introduction of automatic production
technology in data news can increase data news volume
efficiency, improve overall production quality, lower labor
costs, and promote the development of automatic data news
production technology toward full automation [5].

*e data news intelligent production platform studied
and designed in this paper combines the current emerging
technologies, such as big data technology, cloud computing,
and machine learning algorithm [6] realizes the intelligent
and automatic production of news, and brings the tradi-
tional news to an era of intelligence, knowledge, and digi-
tization. Machine learning, also known as statistical machine
learning, is an important part of AI field. Its basic idea is to
use data to build a model and then use this model to analyze
and predict data. Due to the limitation of computer tech-
nology, it is difficult for people to effectively process huge
data. Now, due to the rapid development of computer
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technology, it is possible for people to process and analyze
such huge data [7]. *e essence of machine learning is a
technology that enables computers to have learning ability
like people and find useful knowledge from a large amount
of data. With regard to the automatic production technology
of data news, we pay more attention to the efficiency and
correct classification of the automatic production technol-
ogy of data news. However, in text classification, due to the
particularity of Chinese text, text word segmentation is
complex and requires a lot of lengthy time [8]. *is paper
mainly studies how to improve the efficiency of text word
segmentation and feature dimensionality reduction, uses
machine learning algorithms to fit the effect of model test,
and compares the fitting effects of several machine learning
algorithms on this data set [9, 10]. In view of the devel-
opment of data news, new technologies are introduced into
the practice of automatic production technology of data
news [11, 12]. Taking data news as the object, the relevant
knowledge Atlas and its knowledge base are constructed.
Using machine manuscript technology, data visualization,
digital animation, and intelligent speech synthesis tech-
nology, a set of technologies that can realize resource in-
tegration, news production practice, business innovation,
and intelligent production release-integrated support plat-
form with multirelease, fine management, and iterative
development.

Machine learning is the cross-cutting of many disciplines
of data news automatic production technology, including
information control theory, logic science, mathematical
statistics, neuroscience, and computational science [13]. In
short, machine learning learns some inherent information in
the automatic production technology of data news through
computers and obtains new knowledge to improve the in-
telligence of the automatic production technology of data
news of computers, which can make computers think and
judge like people. Machine learning has spawned many
research branches in the automatic production technology
of data news, such as speech recognition, data mining,
pattern recognition, intelligent control of robots, and remote
sensing information security. To sum up, machine learning
has made great progress in the automatic production
technology of data news and will make more remarkable
achievements in the future information society [14, 15].

2. Related Work

Nam et al. [16] pointed out that at present, automated news
production has been widely used and developed in Chinese
traditional media and new media. *e news writing robot
launched by Tencent published China’s first automated
news, CPI rose 2% year-on-year in August, a 12-month high,
officially setting off a wave of domestic automated news
production. Literature [17] through the big data analysis
method, the changes brought by technological innovation to
data news have never stopped. In the environment of big
data, with the continuous development of artificial intelli-
gence technology, the mode of news production has
changed, the news production process has been reshaped,
and the news communication format has undergone

changes. Nam et al. [16] show that foreign automated news
writing software mainly carries out programmed reporting
based on data. However, for the news editing room, as the
news editing room lacks the technology to develop auto-
mated writing software, automated news mainly carries out
automated news production cooperation with technology
companies through news media companies abroad. Utomo
and Leu [17] proposed that in China, CCTV cooperated with
Baidu to launch the digital news report of according to
“Spring Festival transportation” and then launched similar
programs. Other portals have also launched data news
channels, such as Sohu’s “digital way,” Sina’s “graphic news,”
Caixin’s “digital theory,” and Xinhua’s “data news.” Liter-
ature [18] through the big data analysis method, the “robot”
to realize automatic news production is actually an auto-
matic manuscript generation software. *rough data inte-
gration, and based on the data read by the computer,
according to the calculation rules provided by relevant in-
dustry experts, the judgment rules automatically form news
manuscripts in the news template. Khader et al. [19] show
that in China, Tencent finance and economics channel first
released a report with the automatic news writing robot
Dreamwriter. *en, Xinhua news agency, First Finance and
Economics, and Today’s Headlines launched their own
writing robots to realize the automatic writing of manu-
scripts. Kamburugamuve et al. [2] point out that Tencent
Finance, Xinhua News Agency, First Finance, and Today’s
Headline are the leaders in the development of automated
news production in China. With the development of arti-
ficial intelligence technology, machine manuscript writing
technology has also received attention at home and abroad
through Big Data analysis method [20]. In foreign countries,
manuscript-writing robot companies including ARRIA and
NARRATIVESCIENCE have written tens of thousands of
news articles for many well-knownmedia such as Associated
Press. Taninaga et al. [21] show that for personalized
manuscripts, through data analysis of users’ reading habits
and hobbies, the same information can be organized into
manuscripts of different angles and styles in a targeted way,
and personalized push can be carried out. Indira and
Kavithadevi [22] put forward that for automatic news
production, it is basically a mode of “manual template plus
automatic data filling.”

*is paper investigates the use of a machine learning
algorithm to automate the production of data news. As
content creation requires human wisdom and thought, the
degree of automation in news content creation is always low.
At this point, an automatic writing program will never be
able to think independently like a human brain, but for some
specific products and under certain conditions, some
manual functions in content production can be replaced by
automatic means using existing technology. Functional
diversification, design standardization, and application in-
tegration are gradually becoming the core development
trends of data news automation technology in the modern
development background of data news technology inno-
vation. *e introduction of automation technology into the
data news industry can not only improve and optimize
traditional technology but also effectively improve the
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industry’s overall operation level and encourage data news to
adapt to the new economic normality.

3. Machine Learning Algorithm

3.1. Principle and Model of Machine Learning Algorithm.
Machine learning is an interdisciplinary subject involving
statistics, convex analysis, probability theory, algorithm
complexity theory, approximation theory, and so on. Ma-
chine learning algorithm, which aims at machine learning, is
the core of artificial intelligence and mainly studies com-
puter simulation or ways to realize human learning be-
havior. As the core of artificial intelligence technology,
machine learning algorithm is the fundamental way to
ensure that computers can have intelligent characteristics.
*e basic precondition of machine learning algorithm is
algorithm training, which predicts the specific value in a
certain frequency range by inputting specific data infor-
mation. *rough the application of machine learning al-
gorithm, computers can be made to run intelligently, and
new knowledge and skills can be continuously collected and
summarized. Gradually form a new knowledge structure to
further improve the computer performance. Gradually
improve the previous data classification system, form a new
computer data classification algorithm, and then achieve the
purpose of optimizing data classification standards.

*e process of constructing machine learning algorithm
is also called predictive modeling of machine learning al-
gorithm. On the premise of effectively mastering this ma-
chine learning algorithm model, people can directly analyze
the original type of machine learning algorithm, apply it to
the analysis of new data, and mine the valuable information.
Due to many uncertain factors in information acquisition
and processing, the data classification accuracy at this stage
cannot meet the practical application needs of thematic
information extraction and environmental monitoring.
Machine learningmethod is a method that computer obtains
some models using existing data and uses these models to
predict the future. In fact, this process is very similar to
human learning process, except that machines can carry out
large-dimensional data analysis and are tireless, as shown in
Figure 1.

In the process of prediction, it is necessary to calculate the
distance between each predicted object and all data sets. *e
calculation of this distance is generally realized by finding
Euclidean distance, which can also be Manhattan distance or
Chebyshev distance. Euclidean distance can describe the true
distance between two points in N-dimensional space. Given
that two N-dimensional vectors X� (x1,. . ., xn) and
Y� (y1,. . ., yn), Euclidean distance formula of these two
vectors can be expressed as

d(x, y) �

�����������
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. (1)

*e results are sorted, and k points closest to the pre-
dicted data are selected to form a decision set. In the decision
set, compare the number of data points in each category and

select the category with the largest number as the final
category of prediction data points.

*e linearly separable training set is defined as

T � x1, y1( , x2, y2( , . . . , xN, yN(  . (2)

xi � Rn, yi ∈ +1, −1{ }, i � 1, 2, . . . , N

xi � Rn, yi ∈ +1, −1{ }, i � 1, 2, . . . , N, xi are attribute vari-
ables, and yi is the label variable of xi. *en the decision
function for solving this data set can be equivalently
transformed into the following convex quadratic pro-
gramming problem.

w
∗

· x + b
∗

� 0. (3)

At the same time, its classification decision function can
also be obtained

f(x) � sign w
∗

· x + b
∗

( . (4)

Next, the concept of function interval and geometric
interval are introduced. For training data set T and hyper-
plane (w, b), the functional interval of (w, b) with respect to
single data (xi, yi) can be defined as

c
∧

� yi w · xi + b( . (5)

*en the function interval of hyperplane (w, b) for data
set T is defined as follows:

c
∧

� min
i�1,...,N

c
∧

i. (6)

Only the function interval is not enough because
according to the mathematical expression, if (w, b) is
changed by a certain multiple, the decision function we are
looking for will remain unchanged, while c

∧
will change

accordingly. At this time, it is necessary to convert the
function interval into geometric interval.

ci �
w

‖w‖
· xi +

b

‖w‖
. (7)

*en the function interval of hyperplane (w, b) for data
set T is defined as follows:

c � min
i�1,...,N

ci. (8)

Knowing these two concepts, we can introduce the
maximum separation hyperplane, which can be intuitively
understood as dividing data sets into two categories
according to sufficient certainty. It can be transformed into
the following constrained optimization problem.

max
w,b

c

s.t.yi

w

‖w‖
· xi +

b

‖w‖
 ≥ c, i � 1, 2, . . . , N.

(9)

*e algorithm of machine learning for data classification
task is called classifier, and the key evaluation index of this
classifier is accuracy. In short, it is the proportion of the
correct data obtained after using this classifier for data
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classification. Machine learning algorithms include dozens
of scene algorithms such as clustering, regression, classifi-
cation, and text analysis. *ere are about 30 commonly used
algorithms, and there are many deformations. Generally,
people divide machine learning into four kinds: supervised
learning, unsupervised learning, semisupervised learning,
and reinforcement learning.

3.2. Classification Problems in Machine Learning

3.2.1. Supervising Learning Problems. Supervised learning is a
type of behavior in which the machine aids the entire learning
process by providing labeled data and, in the end, achieves the
learning goal.*e effectiveness of thismachine learningmethod
has been demonstrated after many experts, and scholars have
tried it out one after another. However, labeled data are a
necessary factor for learning, which directly increases the cost
input of the entiremachine learning process. Starting with some
observation and training samples and looking for data classi-
fication rules that cannot be obtained through principle analysis,
accurate prediction of future data behaviors and trends can be
achieved. Logical regression helps solve the problem of limited
sample data classification by balancing the relationship between
the validity of data classification learning results and the in-
terpretability of data classification models. *e most obvious
benefit of this type of machine learning is that the machine’s
original generalization ability can be fully utilized, allowing the
data classification and regression problem to be effectively
solved. If only one classifier predicts positively during the
training period, the corresponding category is marked as the
final data classification result; if more than one classifier predicts
positively, the data that have undergone logical regression can
be used as the standard, and the data classification result with
the larger numerical value is preferred. Neural networks and
logistic regression are two of the most commonly used algo-
rithms in this learning method, and feature labeling is always at
the heart of the computer training process. Supervision can
assist machines in learning how to divide various foods and
predict data using rules and regularity. However, as artificial
intelligence technology advances, the quality of automated news
will improve day by day, and it will become more mature in
terms of news sensitivity, topic discovery, emotion expression,
expressing opinions, and in-depth reporting.

3.2.2. Unsupervised Learning Problem. In the process of
machine learning, unsupervised learning is a more ad-
vanced way. *is way is to complete the whole learning
process independently according to the program setting
with the help of the original automatic function of the
computer, and at the same time, it can improve the
process of absorbing knowledge points on its own on the
premise of effective use of all kinds of data. Owing this,
the cost input of this kind of learning method is com-
pletely controllable, and it does not need high capital cost
input and has good economy. Support vector machine
(SVM) model is a new machine learning algorithm based
on statistical learning theory, which can solve the opti-
mization problem in high-dimensional feature space and
find the optimal classification hyperplane, thus funda-
mentally solving the complex data classification problem.
Under the premise of unlabeled sample data, the machine
usually does not enter the training state. *e most out-
standing advantage of this method is that the machine can
automatically learn the knowledge it has learned like
human beings, ensuring that its knowledge acquisition
behavior is highly targeted. Compared with the tradi-
tional artificial neural network algorithm, support vector
machine uses the principle of minimizing structural risk,
which can effectively solve many classification problems
such as remote sensing data classification in reality. *e
relatively frequently used algorithms in this learning
method include automatic encoder, deep execution
network, and so on. *is machine learning method itself
can achieve good results in the process of solving the data
clustering problem. *en, by using the feature of auto-
matic classification of support vector machine in di-
mension feature space, various types of information are
jointly applied to achieve the goal of information fusion
and classification. *rough the rational application of
data from different sources and auxiliary data, complex
remote sensing data can be effectively distinguished, and
the accuracy of remote sensing data analysis can be en-
sured. Relying on the huge database and artificial intel-
ligence technology, the data analysis ability of automated
news is stronger, and the calculation accuracy and pro-
duction efficiency are higher, which effectively solves the
efficiency problem of news production.

Computer

Historical data

Model

Experience

LawNew data
Input ForecastUnknown

attribute
New

problems
Input Future

Figure 1: Machine learning is analogous to human learning.
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4. Design of Automatic Production
Technology of Data News

4.1. Automatic Production Technology of Data News Based on
Machine Learning Algorithm. *e core of machine learning
algorithm is prediction. *e prediction spirit brings new op-
portunities for the development of automated news. Machine
learning algorithm analysis technology can reasonably predict
the development law and trend of the research object, and data
visualization technology can comprehensively and deeply
predict the news, so as to enhance the scientificity and hu-
manization of the report. *e promotion and application of
data news automation technology also lies in gradually replacing
the traditional operation mode of previous manual operation,
improving the accuracy and quality level of each processing and
production link, standardizing each operation process with
automatic process, and building a unified production and
processing system according to the characteristics and actual
needs of data news automation production technology. News
production management system involves news topic selection
management, production task management, and whole process
monitoring; data management system; data news knowledge
Atlas and knowledge base construction system; intelligent
generation systemof news copy; intelligent generation system of
news chart material; audio and video intelligent generation; and
fusion and final release subsystem. *e framework of news
intelligent production business system is shown in Figure 2.

Automated news production nowadays mostly uses
automated data to fill in templates and reports news on a
large scale based on machine learning algorithms’ logic.
*is model is more solidified, has a less emotional color
palette, and the ability to express position and make
suggestions is limited. A semantic network is represented
by an attribute graph model, and a knowledge map is
essentially a semantic network. Edges represent various
semantic relationships between entities or concepts,
while nodes represent entities or concepts. *is system
primarily serves as an auxiliary in the automatic pro-
cessing and production of data news. It can assist with
industrial design, production analysis, and NC analysis,
among other things. Promoting the widespread use of
integrated systems in the automatic production of data
news not only maximizes the use of various resources in
the production and processing of data news, but it also
improves the efficiency of cooperation between various
work departments to a degree. “Robot news” is a common
type of automated news. A machine learning algorithm is
actually a piece of software that generates manuscripts
automatically. It is increasingly being used in the media,
which has resulted in significant manpower savings and
increased media efficiency. In a machine learning algo-
rithm, the construction of a knowledge map is divided
into three parts: knowledge entity recognition, entity
relationship extraction, and knowledge fusion and rep-
resentation. *e construction process of news knowledge
map knowledge base is shown in Figure 3.

Based on news knowledge base, news copy is auto-
matically generated through semantic interaction and in-
telligent reasoning among template base, fact base and rule
base. Machine learning algorithm uses learning sorting
method to extract live reports, and constructs news together
with news copy obtained by semantic reasoning to optimize
and enhance readability and vividness of news. In the whole
process of data news and automatic production technology,
automatic manufacturing is one of the most critical links,
which is in the main position. Besides covering the auto-
matic machining center, it also involves the application of
automatic assembly technology, numerical control machine
tool technology, or production and processing robots, which
comprehensively improves the efficiency and quality level of
data news. *e fourth is the automated production tech-
nology system. *e timeliness of news is a decisive yardstick
to measure news and an important requirement for media to
enhance competitiveness. Using the high-speed computing
power of robot learning algorithm, according to the pre-
established data model, news reports are automatically
generated. *is report-generation method reduces the
workload of news editors and improves the efficiency of
news production.

4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis. *is section com-
pares and analyzes the fourmethods of Nb, LR, RF, and SVM
in① text vectorization;② on the basis of text vectorization,
automatic production technology is integrated, and three
experiments are carried out. *e experimental results in
eight cases are shown in Figures 4–6.

*e experimental results show that NB at 20 to 30 is 0.2
and 0.5 higher than LR at 20 to 30, LR at 30 to 40 is 0.3 and
0.4 higher than RF, RF at 10 to 20 is 0.4 and 0.5 lower than
SVM, and SVM is 0.6 and higher than NB at 40 to 50. *e
experimental results in Figure 5 show that NB at 10 to 20 is
0.3 and 0.4 higher than LR at 20 to 30, LR at 20 to 30 is 0.2
and 0.4 higher than RF, RF at 40 to 50 is 0.3 and 0.5 lower
than SVM, and SVM is 0.4 and higher than NB at 60 to 70.
*e experimental results in Figure 6 show that NB at 30 to 40
is 0.6 and 0.7 higher than LR at 20 to 30, LR at 40 to 50 is 0.3
and 0.4 higher than RF, RF is 0.5 and 0.6 lower than SVM at
50 to 60, and SVM is 0.2 and 0.0 higher than NB at 40 to 50.

*e experimental results of integrating data automatic
news production technology based on machine learning
algorithm are better than the experimental results of text
vectorization. As data news plays an important role in au-
tomatic production technology, the weight of data news can
achieve better classification results. Based on the machine
learning algorithm, this paper conducted four experiments
for comparison, as shown in Figures 7 to 10.

*e experimental results show that the horizontal axis
represents the number of news, and the vertical axis rep-
resents the data rate. *e data show that the automatic
production technology of data news in Experiment 1 for the
first time is closer to the expert mark value than that in
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Experiment 2. It can be seen that the Y value of Experiment 2
is smaller than that of Experiment 1, which shows that the
analysis result of Experiment 2 is closer to the automatic
production technology of data news marked by experts. On
the contrary, it shows that integrating the characteristics of
foreign exchange news into the calculation of automatic
production technology of data news is more ideal than only
considering the degree word. *e data show that the

automatic production technology of data news in Experi-
ment 3 is not as close to the expert mark value as that in
Experiment 4. *e Y value of Experiment 3 is less than that
of Experiment 4, indicating that the analysis result of Ex-
periment 4 is closer to the automatic production technology
of data news as defined by experts. *is situation can be
drastically improved by applying flexible automated pro-
duction technology to data news based on machine learning
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knowledge map
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entity recognition_

Automatic extraction
of body recognition

relationship

Knowledge base
maintenance update

Data list

Scene pictures

Line script

Data chart

Picture

Collection
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knowledge

representation

Cloud storage

News topic selection management system News production task management system

Hybrid cloud platform

Figure 2: Framework diagram of business system of data news intelligent production platform.
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Figure 3: News knowledge map and knowledge base construction process.
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algorithms. Businesses can create an intelligent management
system based on the characteristics and current needs of
product processing and production, collect equipment op-
erating parameters and required data information, and then
analyze and process it using computers. When combined
with the current situation, scientific and feasible control
measures can be implemented to provide effective guidance
for future production operations. Expanding automated
production technology can also provide strong technical

support for data updates and cross-departmental commu-
nication, create a more user-friendly operation interface,
and improve the interactivity of production equipment.
News can have intelligent characteristics after a series of
processes. By referring to their own needs and preferences,
users can adjust equipment functions and change their
appearance to meet the personalized needs of products and
services. *is is the key to reflecting the interactive aspects of
data news design and production in a natural way.
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Figure 4: Experimental results of the first data news automated production technology.
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Figure 5: Experimental results of the second data news automated production technology.
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Figure 6: Experimental results of the third data news automated production technology.
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Figure 7: Comparative results of the first data news experiment based on machine learning algorithm.
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Figure 8: Comparative results of the second data news experiment based on machine learning algorithm.
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Figure 9: Comparative results of the third data news experiment based on machine learning algorithm.
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5. Conclusion

*e solution for automatic data news production tech-
nology realizes the automatic data news generation
method, the data news knowledge map method, and the
data news short video generation method, and constructs
the data news automatic production technology. In the
network era, the birth and continued development of
machine learning algorithms is critical to large-scale data
information processing. Based on machine learning, this
paper investigates the emotional tendency and intensity
of foreign exchange news. Naive Bayes, logistic regres-
sion, random forest, and support vector machine are used
to mine foreign exchange news emotions in terms of
emotional tendency. In the future, it will be necessary to
continue to investigate automation technology so that it
can be better applied in the machinery manufacturing
industry and China’s machinery manufacturing level can
be improved. More description templates and special
events will be added in a later stage to improve the quality
of the final news generated, and the system will be applied
to other sports events, continue to explore cross-appli-
cation business scenarios of short videos and other
emerging technologies, improve the functions of the
entire news generation system, and meet the needs of
various sports fans and news audiences in other fields.
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